Sustainable creativity
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A confident and innovative partner
As early as the late 1960s, then located in Bredaryd in
the county of Småland, we at Kjellbergs Plast AB started
injection moulding. Since moving the production to Bispgården in the early 1970s, the company has developed
and gone from being a pure plastic manufacturer to also
being one of the larger players and manufacturers of
control units, mainly for the automotive industry.
We accompany our customer at every step, from development and design to production, or if the customer
so wishes, as a pure subcontracting arrangement and
production of plastic parts.

Our control units are used in harsh environments with
stringent requirements to functionality, ergonomics,
safety and design. Already in 1997 we were presented
the award “Excellent Swedish Design,” for the design of
a control unit. A design award that we are very proud of.
That control unit is still a viable part of our product line.
To ensure our stakeholders requirements to quality,
the environment, health and safety, we are certified in
accordance with the FR2000 business management
system.
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An exciting future
Kjellbergs Plast AB is owned by Idun Industrier
AB. Idun is a corporate group that invests, with an
infinite owner horizon in small and medium-sized
quality businesses.
With our strong owners behind us, we are taking
on the future with a large portion of innovation and
new ideas, with the ambition to find new safety
solutions and markets for our products.
Our focus on the future also means that it’s a
matter of course for us to support the UN’s Global
Goals for Sustainable Development.

Fabriksgatan 1 266 32 Munka Ljungby Tel: 0431-43 20 20
www.thevinyl.se administrator@thevinyl.se
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Positive interaction
In and around Bispgården there is unique infrastructure
that allows us to succeed in our industry. In our local
area we at Kjellbergs Plast both have major customers
and important suppliers, who in combination creates a
perfect soil for innovation and growth that we all benefit
from. Here traditional industrial knowledge is paired with
innovative ideas and cutting-edge technology.

In order to create new products and to ensure the quality
of existing products, competent partners are a must.
Zepro, Hammlet and Nord Polymer are some of the players that we interact with. Together we are creating future
safety solutions for control units, whilst also putting
Norrland, the county of Jämtland and Ragunda municipality on the map.

Med vår långa branscherfarenhet
kan vi erbjuda:
•
•
•
•

Produktutveckling och prototyper
Formverktyg
Produktion
Insatsdetaljer och kringutrustning

Lillpitevägen 587, 946 92 Lillpite | +46 70 3464495
sven-eric@nordpolymer.se | www.nordpolymer.se

Vi kan producera prototyper av kretskort, fram till
färdiga system, små som stora serier.
info@hammlet.se | www.hammlet.se
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Production built on function and sustainability
Injection moulding is a craft that requires extensive experience and sound expertise. These qualities in particular
are among our main strengths. We are thus happy to
become involved in projects as early as possible. This
allows us to make recommendations for a cost-effective
production as well as meeting the technical requirements.
What makes us at Kjellbergs Plast unique is that we
have combined injection moulding and the integration of
electronics in the same location. This means that we can
be extremely flexible and offer short lead times to our

Navigera genom turbulenta tider
Proaktiv rådgivning för privatoch familjeägda företag
deloitte.se/östersund

customers. In this regard it is also a major benefit that
we have several of our subcontractors in close proximity.
Every year we manufacture 70,000 control units in more
than 100 different designs. We are producing more than
500 different plastic parts annually. As a plastic moulding
company, we are a typical low volume, high mix producer. In addition to the plastic moulding, we can provide
other value add services as; casing of other electronics,
assembly, marking and or packaging of complete end
customer products.
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Ergolock – a patented security solution
Ergolock is an application that is primarily intended to
automatically lock a tail lift on a truck when not in use.
Ergolock is a keyless system to prevent unauthorised access to the cargo hold and to prevent crushing injuries to
people who are not responsible for the vehicle. Ergolock
can also be used for other applications. Imagination is
the only limit.
Ergolock is a good example of a collaboration where
we have been aided by the expertise of suppliers and
customers to develop a new product.

It is this kind of partnership that has brought us to where
we are today and which we also believe is our path to
the future. Sustainable creativity in partnership at its
best.
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OMRON microswitches and
connectors for Factory Automation
OMRON provides a wide range of switches which perfectly matches the demanding requirements of
Factory Automation in terms of high mechanical and electrical life. Sealed version with IP67 case are
available, both assembled with cables or PCB/solder terminals, making the best choice for harsh environments. Custom levers are also available upon request to meet all customers’ demands and applications and make OMRON switches the best solution for any application.

OMRON portfolio also includes professional range of Push in Connectors, with high contact reliability and
low insertion force. The connectors are designed with simplicity of assembly in mind to eliminate human
error. These products will be invaluable to factory automation applications, such as robot controllers, AC
servo drivers and computerized numerical control.

Main product highlights:
Microswitches
• D2HW: Ultra Subminiature sealed switch, smallest snap action
in the industry with a very long stroke for reliable ON/OFF action
• D2AW: Ultra Subminiature sealed switch with sliding contact for
silent operations and high reliable contact
• D2SW: Subminiature Basic Switch sealed with snap-action mechanism
• D2VW: Miniature Basic Switch Sealed with snap-action mechanism
Connectors
• XW4M/N: Push-In Terminal Block PCB Connectors
OMRON also provides standard unsealed switches in the same format with
the families D2F Ultra Subminiature, SS Subminiature and D3V Miniature, on
top of a wide selection of tactile switches for control panels and dipswitches
for application settings.

Visit www.components.omron.eu for further product specifications or
contact us at info-components-eu@omron.com to get in touch with our product experts.

Visiting address
Hannåsvägen 41
844 41 Bispgården

Ulf Tjernström
CEO
+46 (0)696-300 54
ulf@kjellbergsplast.se

Phone: +46 (0)696-300 50

Henrik Westén
Product Manager
+46 (0)696-300 53
henrik@kjellbergsplast.se

E-mail: info@kjellbergsplast.se
Website: www.kjellbergsplast.se

More about our owner Idun Industrier AB
www.idun.com
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Kjellbergs Plast AB
Box 6
844 22 Bispgården

